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 Abstract 
               The problem on the propagationf the  dilatational nd the distortional 
       waves through the interior of a semi-infinite elastic solid, which are generated by
       a normal impulse applied uniformly along a line of the surface, is investigated 
      theoretically. The results are applied to the study of the propagation of the 
       elastic waves of ultrasonic frequencies traveling through small scale two-dimen-
       sional models. 
1 Introduction 
   The propagaiton of tremors over the surface of a semi-infinite elastic solid due to 
a vertical impulse applied uniformly along a line or at a point of the surface, was 
discussed by H. LAMB (1904), and that due to an internal point source by T. SAKAI 
(1934), and that due to a line source in the solid by H. NAKANO (1925) and E. R. 
 LAPWOOD (1949). Similar investigations have been performed by many  seismologists 
T.  HIRONO (1948, 1949), basing on the study carried out by NAKANO (1930), investi-
gated the propagation of disturbances in the interior of a semi-infinite elastic solid 
subjected to a periodic or an aperiodic force impressed on some area of its surface. 
   Recently, the propagation of the elastic waves of ultrasonic frequenciestraveling 
through the small three-dimensional models have been studied experimentally by many 
 investigators  : T.D. NORTHWOOD and D.V. ANDERSON (1953), P.N.S. O'BRIEN 
(1955), and others. For the discussion of the amplitude of the dilatational and  distor-
tional waves, generated  by the surface traction and propagated through the medium, 
the results of the theoretical investigation of  HIRONO will be useful. On the other 
hand, J. OLIVER, F. PRESS and M. EWING (1954) and Y. KATO and A. TAKAGI (1955, 
1956) have performed the experimental studies for the two-dimensional models 
using a thin plate, as the two-dimensional models have various advantages over the 
three dimensional ones. 
   In the present paper, we study theoretically the propagation through the interior 
of the medium of the dilatational and distortional waves, generated by a normal 
impulse applied uniformly along a line of the surface of a semi-infinite elastic solid. 
The results are applied to the investigation of the elastic waves of ultrasonic frequencies 
in two-dimensional models. The velocity of the dilatational waves in a thin plate is 
slightly less than the usual one in an infinite solid, and it may not be difficult to give
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proper corrections if necessary. 
2 Theory 
   We deal with a semi-infinite lastic solid, and take the  rectangular coordinates 
 (x, y), so that  y=0 should conicide with the surface of the solid lying on the positive 
side of the plane. We suppose that the motion of the solid to be in two-dimensions. 
The displacement components are denoted by it and v, the density by  p, the period of 
the motion by  2,r  /w,  the time by t, and the  LAYIE'S constants by X and After LAMB, 
we can show that  it and v produced by the normal force Q exp (i  co t) acting parallel to 
 the  y-axis on the line  (x  =0,  y in the surface, per unit length of it, can be expressed 
by following  formulae  :
                   + U2 ,  V  =  Vi  +V2  p (1) 
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 a and  /3 are the positive real or positive imaginary quantities determined by 
 co  h2  =  E2  k2  E being  real. 
 vp and  vs are the  velocities of the  dilatational and distortional waves respectively. The 
time factor exp  co t) is here and often in the sequel temporarily omitted. 
   The types of the integrals are quite similar to those discussed  by H. HONDA and 
K.  NAKAMURA (1953, 1954), after SAKAI'S method. No detailed exposition of the 
theories will be stated here, as  they are fully described in these papers. 
   Now let us consider a complex plane defined by  in), and represent i  further 
upon w  (p-Fiq) plane by sin w for  I, and  I, and by  C'=k sin w for  I, and  I4, and 
confine ourselves to the region bounded by two straight lines  p=  —7r/2 and  7r/2, and a 
certain region adjoining it if necessary. 
Then we have 
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 D  [n2  +  2  (y2-1)]2  —  4y  (y2-1)  Vy2  +  n2-1  , (7) 
            E  (y)  (2y2-1)2  —4y  (y2-1)  V  y2-1 + 1/n2 , (8) 
 y  —  cos  w,  n  =  klh=  vp/vs>  1  ,  x  =  r  sin  0  ,  y  =  cos  .  (9) 
When hr and  kr are  large, the saddle points of the integrands of (5) and (6) lie at 
 w=  —0- The path L' of the steepest descent which passes through the saddle point 
 =  --e  , q=0) is defined by cos  (p+0) cosh q =1, and makes the angle  7r/4 with the 
real axis at the point.  Putting  w+0  =s,  s= 1 exp  (i7r/4) and cos  s  —il2  /2 in the 
neighbourhood of the saddle point, and using the relation 
          exp (— ihr cos s) ds  exp  [— ihr (1 —i1212)] exp  (i7r/4) dl 
             =,\I             hr exp  [—  ihr + i  , (10) 
we have 
 I', = 1/2n-/hr sin  0  •  Gp  (0)  exp  [  —ihr +  i7r/4 , 
 (11)  P,  =—  /hr  •  cos  0  •  GI, (0)  exp[—ihr +  i7714]  .  5
Similarly, 
 2  I/27E7hr  •cos  0  • G5 (0) exp  - ikr +  i  7t/4  ]  , 
                                            (12)I'
4 = 2i1/27/1hr-sin  0 •  Gs (0) exp [— ikr + i 71-14] , 
 Gp (0)  = cos 0  (n2-2 sin2  0)/  [  (n2—  2 sin2 0)2+4 sin2 0  cos  0  i/n2—  sin2 0]  , (13) 
 G5 (0)  = sin 0 cos  01/1/n2—sin20/[(2 cos2  0-1)2  + 4  sin20  cos01/1/n2—sin2  0]. 
                                            (14)
                            The symbol (') denotes that the quantity is
                               due to the integral near the saddle point.  I,'
        /  ///// and  /,' correspond to the dilatational waves and 
 /2' and I4' to the distortional waves emitted 
                              from the origin. When we denote the radial 
                                 component and the transverse componentof 
                                    cfr 
                              displacement in the  xy-plane of the dilatational 
                               waves by  Sp,, and  8p,,, and those of the distor-
          Fig. I tional waves by  Ss  r, and respectively, we 
                                 have 
 Sp.r=u'1sin0+v'1cos0,  SP,  COS  -  V'i  sin  0  , 
 } (15)         8.s•r = 14'2 sin + v% cos ,  $s,e =u'2cos0—  v',  sin 0 , 
and we have, the symbol (') being now omitted, 
 i/FT,QG„  (0)1   p,r = • •— exp [i( cot — hr7+;),p,0 =  0 -1727r  it,-t/1/co     2i/T/Ti„.(2Gs 0)1 1(16) 3,— •—expLi (cot —kr-) Ss.      Vn-1/27ry , 1/7 1/co 4''r
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   The integrands of (5) and (6) have the branch points corresponding to  1/7,2+n2-1 
and  i/y2-1+1/ne and the poles corresponding to  D(y) and  E(y)  =0, and we must 
take them into consideration when 0 becomes larger than certain definite values. 
   But as is well known, the values of the integrals around the branch cuts are 
proportional to  (hr)-3 /2 and  (kr)-3 /2 respectively, and they can be neglected when hr 
or  kr becomes large. The integrals around the poles correspond to the surface waves 
of Rayleigh type, and the amplitude of which is very small when the depth from the 
surface is large compared with the wave lengths.  When 0  ---7r/2, and  cSSie of (16) 
vanish and require a special treatment as was pointed out by SAKAI, but the case 
was originally investigated by LAMB and it was shown that their amplitudes are pro-
portional to  (hx)-2/2 or  (kx)-3  /2 along the surface of the solid. Only the dilatational 
and distortional waves, whose amplitudes are proportional to  (hr)-1  /2 and (kr)-1 /2 
and predominant in the interior of the solid, are treated in the present paper. 
 If  the time variation of the normal force applied on the line  (Y=0,  y=0) of the 
surface is not simple harmonic Q exp  (iwt), but is of the impulse type expressed by 
 T(t) =
t2cCe2 C, c being positive constants, we have to perform the operation 
          + 
             —1 Re 
0dc0 (a) exp (—  icou) dcr, (Q  =  1) (17)          7/. 
to (16), in order to obtain the expressions  Dp, and  D3,9 for the impulsive shock, 
which correspond to and  (5s,, for the periodic case, respectively. 
   Using the relation 
             co,                    exp—                      (icocr) d = exp (-00,co> 0                 —2 2 
we have 
                Gp(0) 1 7r  Dp,,  = r (1 +0.p2)1/4 cos(-4— —  OP  p (18) 
                     = —1 (t --r ,  tan  2(p  =-  crp 
For  sin  0 <  1  /n  , we have 
        2  -i/v C  Gs  (0) 1 7r          D
s 90 —  n  1/2 v_ )7- ' (1 + s2)1/4  cos(-4—  arps) , (19) 
 o_s  =  (t 
vr  
                                 tan 2fps. 
                                                       s For sin 0 >  1/n  , we have 
 2  177)  G,  (0)  1 1   Ds,e  •   -  - -sin(cps+co)(20) 
 1/n1/2eu,1/c(1+6s2)1/4'4' 
 tan  99' = 4  sine 0 cos  0  Vsin2  0-1/n2/ (2 cos2  0-1)2  , 
 1G,  (0)1= sin 0  cos01/  sine  0-1/n2/  1/  (2  cos20-1)4 + 16 sin4 0 cos2 0 (sine  0  —1/n2)  ,
 1/1/n2  —  sine  0  —i  1/sin2  0—  1/n2.
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3 Illustration 
    The wave  form of  Dp,r is independent of 0, and that of  Ds,, also as far as sin 0< 
 1/n, but the latter changes with 0 when sin  0>1/n. We assume that  n---1/3. 
The values of  GI,  (0) and  Gs (0) have been given by  HiRoNo. The results of the 
numerical calculation for the mode of variation of  Dp,,, and  4,, with time for some 
values of 0, together with the curves 0.805  Gp (0) and  0.805x  2/Vn  G,  (0), are 
illustrated in Fig. 2. The principal motion of the disturbance traveling with the 
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velocity of the dilatational waves is directed radially and away from the origin, and 
its amplitude is largest for  0  =0, and the principal motion of the disturbance traveling 
with the velocity of the distortional waves, is directed transversely to the direction 
of propagation and away from the surface of the solid, in general tendecny, and its 
amplitude is largest for about  0=40°, as is shown schematically in Fig. 3. 
   TAKAGI (1956) investigated experimentally the propagation of the elastic waves
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of ultrasonic frequencies in the semi-circular thin bakelite plate  (vt: 3400 m/sec, v,  : 
1800 m/sec) of radius 15 cm, produced by the normal shock applied at the center of 
the diametral side of the plate. Some of the traces of the records of the radial 
component (Dp,r) of the dilatational waves and the transverse component  (D,,,) of the 
distortional waves obtained at the periphery of the disk, are reproduced  in. Fig. 4. 
                                   (a)  Di,„ 
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               Fig. 4 The traces of the records for  Dp,r and  —D,,,, obtained 
                           experimentally by  TAKAGI  (1956).
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The direction and the distribution of the amplitude of these waves shown in Fig. 4 
coincide pretty well, at least in general tendency, to those obtained theoretically 
and illustrated in Fig. 2. 
4 Summary 
    The propagation of the dilatational and distortional waves through the interior 
of a semi-infinite elastic solid , which are produced by a normal impulse applied along 
a line of the surface, is investigated theoretically , and the results are illustrated graphi-
cally for some special cases. The results are compared with those of the two-
dimensional model experiments , and general coincidence between them is found to 
exist. 
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